complicates approval beyond Japan.
In previous work, we used a high-throughput magnetic-tweezers platform to monitor hundreds of individual poliovirus (PV) RdRp elongation complexes over thousands of nucleotide-addition cycles and observed the ability of T-1106 to cause the RdRp to pause and then backtrack 13 . The elongation complex could recover from the backtracked state, but recovery required tens to thousands of seconds. As a result, traditional polymerase elongation assays would view these backtracked states as prematurely terminated products 13 . This backtracking phenomenon was not observed with prototypical chain terminators or mutagens.
These studies therefore provided very compelling evidence for the existence of a third mechanistic class of antiviral ribonucleotide analogs.
While the structure of the backtracked state is not known, the nascent RNA was likely displaced from template to yield a single-stranded 3' end with lengths greater than several tens of nucleotides 13 . The ability of an RdRp to produce free single-stranded ends was intriguing, because such an end could undergo an intermolecular template switch by annealing to a second template, with resumed synthesis producing a recombinant RNA product. The goal of the present study was to determine the extent to which the backtracked state represented an intermediate on path for recombination. To do so, we introduced the RdRp from EV-A71, a virus known be more prone to recombination than PV 14 , into our pipeline with the idea that perhaps such backtracked states might be more prevalent with this enzyme.
By comparing the EV-A71 and PV RdRps, we provide evidence that the backtracked state is indeed an intermediate for template switching. Unexpectedly, for EV-A71 RdRp we observed a high frequency of intramolecular template switching, which has been coined "copyback RNA synthesis" in the literature 15 . Our data for EV-A71 RdRp also indicate that the pyrazine-carboxamide class of antiviral ribonucleotides enhances such switching and may function by promoting the formation of defective viral genomes 15 . Our study therefore makes a clear mechanistic connection between recombination and copy-back RNA synthesis, and provides compelling evidence that an enhancement of the probability of template switching results in an antiviral effect. The experimental paradigm reported here should prove useful in dissecting the contributions of the RdRp and the template capable of promoting formation of defective viral genomes, a newly emerging strategy for interfering with virus multiplication and attenuating viral pathogenesis 15 .
RESULTS

Pausing of EV-A71 RdRp promotes copy-back RNA synthesis
The development of a magnetic-tweezers platform to monitor nucleotide addition by nucleic acid polymerases is unmasking the stochastic behavior of viral polymerases and illuminating states of the polymerase induced by pausing and drugs 13, 16, 17 . In this assay (Fig. 1A) , singlestranded RNA is tethered to the surface and a magnetic bead. A template ssRNA, including a 24 nt hairpin structure at its 3' end, is annealed to the tethered ssRNA strand, creating a predominantly double-stranded RNA. Primer-extension from the 3'-end of template RNA will lead to displacement of the template RNA from the tethered RNA. At forces > 8 pN, the conversion of dsRNA to ssRNA causes a corresponding increase in the distance of the bead from the surface, thus permitting measurement of nucleotide incorporation with few nucleotide resolution over thousands of cycles of nucleotide addition 13, 16, 17 .
In a previous study with PV RdRp, we showed that one consequence of prolonged pausing by the enzyme is backtracking, where the enzyme unwinds the 3'-terminus of nascent RNA 13 .
Such a state had not previously been reported, but we envisioned that it could serve as an intermediate for homologous recombination by an intermolecular template-switching mechanism. Such a template switch would occur by annealing of the 3'-terminus of the backtracked (donor) template to a second (acceptor) template. In the magnetic tweezers, there is no acceptor template; therefore, intermolecular template switching does not occur. In most instances, the nascent RNA reannealed to the original template and RNA synthesis resumed 13 .
While recombination clearly occurs in PV, the frequency of recombination appears higher in EV-A71 14 . The expectation therefore is that EV-A71 RdRp might exhibit the backtracked state at a higher frequency. As illustrated in Fig. 1B , processive nucleotide addition by EV-A71 RdRp (quantified in Supplementary Fig. 2C ) was frequently interrupted by pauses of differing duration. For PV RdRp, we previously observed an inverse correlation between The probability of observing pauses of specified pause durations during RNA synthesis (blue) co-plotted with the probability of reversals (yellow). (G) Proposed model underlying the reversal events, in which pause-induced elongation complex is followed by copy-back RNA synthesis of the newly synthesized (+)-strand RNA (blue). Synthesis of a new (-)-strand (yellow) results in reannealing of the original (+)-strand template (grey) to the complementary ssRNA tether (black), leading to an overall decrease in RNA tether extension. Statistical analyses were performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with comparative Tukey post-hoc test (significance levels : *** = 0.001; ** = 0.01; * = 0.05). See also Supplementary Fig. 2 .
Surprisingly, under the same conditions, EV-A71 RdRp can undergo an apparent reverse translocation (referred to as "reversals" in what follows), as the position of the bead is observed to decrease relative to the surface (Fig. 1D) . Pauses induced by low nucleotide concentrations, found to be drivers of backtracking by PV RdRp 13 , are also drivers of reversals by EV-A71 RdRp (Fig. 1E,F ). While it was not possible to identify sequence motifs that trigger reversals, G:C-rich regions exhibited a significantly higher probability of reversals (Supplementary Fig.   3 ). Given the assay design, the only way to decrease the position of the bead relative to the surface would be to reanneal the displaced template ssRNA to the tethered ssRNA. For this to happen, nascent ssRNA would have to be displaced from the template ssRNA. One probable explanation for this observation is that pausing by EV-A71 RdRp leads to backtracking, which produces a single-stranded 3'-end that is used by EV-A71 RdRp as a primer for copy-back RNA synthesis (Fig. 1G) . The use of a single polymerase for the initial round of RNA synthesis and copy-back RNA synthesis is supported by the good agreement of the kinetic behavior of the polymerases during both processes (Supplementary Fig. 2D ).
A recombination-deficient EV-A71 RdRp variant attenuates virus population
Our studies make a compelling case for the magnetic tweezers providing a glimpse into intermediates leading to intermolecular template switching (homologous recombination) and copy-back RNA synthesis (intramolecular template switching). The availability of a recombination-defective EV-A71 RdRp derivative would prove useful in making the strongest case for a relationship between the observation of backtracking or reversals and recombination.
The Andino and Barton laboratories identified Y275H in PV RdRp as a substitution that impaired recombination substantially, among several others 19, 20 . The molecular basis for the reduced recombination efficiency is not known 19, 20 . The orthologous substitution is Y276H in EV-A71 RdRp. We engineered the Y276H substitution into RdRp-coding sequence of EV-A71. In the context of a subgenomic replicon, Y276H EV-A71 replicated better than WT ( Fig.   2A) . By plaque assay and RT-qPCR, Y276H and WT EV-A71 were indistinguishable (Figs.
2B,C).
To assess the recombination efficiency, we transfected the subgenomic replicon RNA described above (donor template) and an EV-A71 genomic RNA deleted for 3D pol -coding sequence (acceptor template) into cells; recombination between these RNAs produces viable virus (Fig. 2D) . The yield of recombinant virus was reduced by nearly 100-fold (Fig. 2E) .
Previous studies have indicated that the ability of PV RdRp to catalyze recombination is required for PV to cause disease in a mouse model, even though growth in cell culture appears equivalent to or better than WT. We evaluated the virulence of Y276H EV-A71 in a mouse model that supports infection via oral inoculation. These mice express human SCARB2
protein, which is a receptor for EV-A71 21 . The population of viruses carrying the Y276H EV-A71 was highly attenuated in this model relative to WT (Fig. 2F) , in agreement with a recently published study 22 . Cell-based recombination assay. EV-A71 C2-strain firefly luciferase-encoding sub-genomic replicon (donor) and full length EV-A71 C2-MP4 strain genome (acceptor) carrying a lethal deletion of the 3D pol region are co-transfected in RD cells. Only upon co-transfection, replication-competent virus can be generated by RdRp-mediated template switch from donor to acceptor (indicated by dashed black arrow). (E) The Y276H mutation in the EV-A71 replicon inhibits recombinant yield. Resulting recombinant virus were quantified by pfu/ml (AVG ±SD; n = 3). (F) EV-A71 C2-MP4 wild type and Y276H virulence in hSCARB2 mice. 21-day old mice were orally inoculated with either wild type or Y276H virus (n = 10 per virus) at a dose equivalent to 2x10 7 genomes and scored for survival post-infection. Effect of Y276H variant is severely attenuated relative to that of WT. Statistical analysis consisted of an unpaired, two-tailed t-test (significance level P: *** ≤ 0.001)
Recombination deficiency of Y275(6)H RdRps is caused by enhanced binding to nascent
RNA and diminished backtracking
Based on the data gathered in the past for PV RdRp and that described above for EV-A71 RdRp, our mechanism for template switching begins with RdRp pausing, followed by backtracking, and ending with either resolution of the backtrack (PV) or reversals (EV-A71).
The availability of a recombination-defective EV-A71 RdRp, Y276 RdRp, should facilitate establishment of a correlation between events observed using the magnetic tweezers and requirements of the template-switching process.
The kinetics of correct nucleotide addition were unchanged for Y276H RdRp relative to WT (note overlap of probability density in the dwell-time distributions up to 3 s in Fig. 3A) .
However, the rate of processive nucleotide addition for the recombination-defective derivative appeared compromised by a 2-fold increase in pausing frequency (Fig. 3B) and a 4-fold increase in the duration of the pause (Fig. 3C) . The overall processivity of this derivative was reduced by 4-fold (Fig. 3D) . In spite of the finding that pausing was increased substantially, reversals were actually reduced by 4-fold (Fig. 3E) . Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired, two-tailed t-tests (significance level P: *** ≤ 0.001).
The reversals observed with Y276H RdRp derived from a pause-dependent mechanism as observed for WT (Fig. 3F) . With pausing elevated and reversals diminished, the backtracked intermediate should accumulate. This was not the case, suggesting that an inability to backtrack is the molecular defect associated with the Y276H RdRp derivative that interferes with recombination. For backtracking to occur, the paused polymerase needs to release the 3'-end. The stability of the RdRp at the 3'-end can be inferred from the steady-state rate constant for singlenucleotide incorporation 23 . A reduction in the value of this rate constant means increased affinity for the terminus. Y276H RdRp elongation complex was 3-fold more stable than that formed by WT on the synthetic template developed to monitor elongation by enteroviral RdRps (Fig. 3G ) 23 . It is likely that the increased frequency of pausing and longer duration of the pause are caused by enhanced affinity of the Y276H RdRp for the 3'-end of nascent RNA.
The availability of the orthologous derivative in PV, Y275H RdRp, provided the opportunity to determine if the mechanism causing the recombination defect is the same for both viral polymerases. For PV RdRp, a decrease in backtracking should be discernible because backtracking is its end point, providing empirical validation of our inference above. As shown in Fig. 4A-D , Y275H RdRp behaved as Y276H RdRp (based on features of the dwell-time distribution, including pause probability and average pause duration, as well as processivity)
relative to its WT RdRp. Importantly, however, the probability of backtracking was reduced for Y275H RdRp relative to WT RdRp (Fig. 4E) . For PV RdRp, backtracking derived from a pause-dependent mechanism (Fig. 4F) , as the reversals did for EV-A71 RdRp (Fig. 1F) . The significant reduction in backtracking probability for Y275H RdRp may reduce the incidence of template-switching-proficient backtracks. As for the recombination-defective EV-A71
polymerase, Y275H RdRp exhibits a substantially more stable elongation complex than WT (Fig. 4G) .
Conformational dynamics of the RNA-binding channel as a determinant of the type and efficiency of RdRp-catalyzed template switching
It has become increasingly clear that the biochemical properties of enzymes are governed as much by their conformational dynamics as by their three-dimensional structure 24, 25 . The conformational dynamics of PV RdRp is an important contributor to the specificity and efficiency of its polymerase function 26 . The availability of structures of the RdRp from PV and EV-A71 27, 28 and models of the Y276H RdRp produced for this study, permitted us to determine whether structure and/or dynamics explain the differences observed in the propensity for one
RdRp to catalyze copy-back RNA synthesis but the other being incapable of this activity or explain the impact of the Y275(6)H substitution on backtracking or intramolecular template switching. Structural differences provided little, if any, insight (Fig. 5A,B) ; therefore, we turned to dynamics.
We have established a pipeline for evaluating the conformational dynamics of picornaviral polymerases by using molecular dynamics simulations (MD) 25, 29 . Our analysis evaluates correlated motions of the conserved structural motifs, and in particular reports on the dynamics of the open and occluded states of the catalytic site that drive specificity of nucleotide selection 29 . We also evaluate dynamics of the RNA-binding channel. One approach is to monitor the time-dependent changes in the distance of two residues bordering the channel:
it showed that the average size of the RNA-binding channel of PV RdRp was smaller (by ~4 Å) than that of EV-A71 RdRp (Fig. 5D) . Interestingly, introduction of the Y7276H substitution decreased the average size of the RNA-binding channel (by ~3 Å) over the duration of time sampled (Fig. 5D) . 
RdRp backtracking in response to incorporation of the pyrazine carboxamide, T-1106, promotes intra-and intermolecular template switching.
Our study thus far makes a very compelling case for the ssRNA 3'-end produced by RdRp backtracking serving as an intermediate for both intra-and intermolecular template switching.
Our interest in backtracking, however, was motivated by our previous observation that incorporation of T-1106 ribonucleoside triphosphate (T-1106-TP) into nascent RNA induced backtracking 13 . In the context of our current findings, we would expect T-1106 ribonucleotide to promote copy-back RNA synthesis and/or homologous recombination. If this is the case, then T-1106 may actually represent the first antiviral ribonucleotide whose antiviral activity can be attributed to a post-incorporation event unrelated to termination or mispairing, in this case template switching.
In the first series of experiments, we compared EV-A71 RdRp elongation dynamics in the magnetic tweezers in the absence and presence of T-1106-TP. Incorporation of T-1106 ribonucleotide induced elevated levels of pausing ( Figs. 6A-C; Supplementary Fig. 4A ), diminished processivity (Supplementary Fig. 4B) , and an increased incidence of reversals (Fig. 6D) , reflecting increased intramolecular template switching (copy-back RNA synthesis).
We also verified that the outcome of T-1106-TP utilization on PV RdRp was as expected based on our previous study ( Supplementary Fig. 5 13 . T-1106 induced backtracking by PV RdRp (Supplementary Fig. 5D ), consistent with a greater likelihood for intermolecular template switching (homologous RNA recombination).
We recently adapted a cell-based assay for PV RNA recombination to EV-A71 14 , thus providing an approach to evaluate the impact of T-1106 on EV-A71 RNA recombination in Fig. 6A ). However, between 200 µM and 600 µM T-1106 a clear increase in recombination was observed (Fig. 6E) . Using a subgenomic replicon expressing luciferase, we showed that T-1106 did not affect reporter expression in the presence of the replication inhibitor guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl), consistent with the drug having no effect on translation of the viral polyprotein (Fig. 6F) .
cells. T-1106 inhibits EV-A71 multiplication (Supplementary
Replication-dependent, reporter expression was inhibited (Fig. 6G) . Antiviral ribonucleotides that function by lethal mutagenesis do not significantly reduce replication-dependent, reporter expression 28 . It is therefore possible that the observed inhibition reflects a reduction in the amount of replication-competent replicon RNA resulting from enhanced copy-back RNA synthesis in the presence of T-1106 and production of truncated (defective) replicons.
The studies presented above are consistent with T-1106 promoting copy-back RNA synthesis and homologous RNA recombination. We performed the same experiments with the recombination-defective variant, Y276H EV-A71. With this variant, T-1106 failed to increase recombination (Fig. 6H) , consistent with the RdRp serving as the mediator of the effect of T-1106. Using the Y276H-encoding subgenomic replicon, we showed that translation was not impacted by the presence of T-1106, as expected (Fig. 6I) . Unexpectedly, replicationdependent reporter expression was also not impaired by the presence of T-1106 (Fig. 6J) . This observation confirms that the reduction in replication-dependent reporter expression was indeed caused by a backtracking-induced phenomenon. Of the few possibilities, defective replicons produced by copy-back RNA synthesis is a likely possibility 15 . It was not possible to evaluate production of the defective genomes directly because of the rapid degradation of subgenomic replicon RNA that occurs immediately following transfection.
We have discovered that the T-1106-induced backtracking/reversals observed in vitro actually correspond to the induction of homologous RNA recombination and/or copy-back RNA synthesis in cells. The impact of the drug on these template switching-dependent mechanisms is alleviated for the Y275(6)H, recombination-defective variant. Does this mean that a facile route to the development of resistant to this mechanistic class of antiviral ribonucleotides exist? To address this possibility, we evaluated the sensitivity of Y276H EV-A71 to T-1106. There was no more than a 2-fold change in the observed sensitivity of this derivative to T-1106 relative to WT (compare Supplementary Fig. 6B to Supplementary Fig.   6A ). Therefore, elimination of the template-switching dependent activity is insufficient for resistance to T-1106 and perhaps all members of the pyrazine-carboxamide class of antiviral ribonucleotides.
DISCUSSION
Among the last frontiers in RdRp enzymology is a mechanistic description of RNA recombination. In the majority of RNA viruses, recombination is primarily an RdRp-mediated process. In PV, which is one of the most studied RNA virus models, it has been that recombination involves an RdRp-mediated template-switching mechanism in cells 30 and that
RdRp is sufficient to catalyze a template-switching reaction in vitro 31 . Over the past few years, a renaissance in the study of RNA recombination has begun, as evidenced by the development of cell-based assays to probe the incidence of recombination 14, 32, 33 .
In our earlier work that monitored PV RdRp elongation dynamics at the single-molecule level in vitro, we observed extensive RdRp pausing followed by backtracking in response to incorporation of the pyrazine carboxamide ribonucleotide analogue T-1106 13 . In a typical single-molecule experiment, we observed the production of tens of nucleotides ssRNA caused by PV RdRp backtracking, which significantly increases in probability in response to incorporation of T-1106 13 , and here further quantified in Supplementary Fig. 5E ). Given sufficient time, the drug-induced ssRNA reannealed, the RdRp rebound to the primer-template junction, and elongation resumed.
Observation of such spatiotemporal dynamics of the nascent RNA-template-RdRp complex was unprecedented and motivated further study. Intriguingly, cell-based recombination studies in PV and other RNA viruses have shown that T-1106 significantly increased recombination efficacy (Fig. 6E ) [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Since PV RdRp backtracking propensity represented the sole change in RNA synthesis dynamics in response to T-1106 treatment, it could represent a recombination intermediate. With that possibility in mind, this study added the EV-A71 RdRp, because EV-A71 has been documented to undergo substantially more recombination in nature than observed for PV 14 . EV-A71 recombination is a major cause of the recurring outbreaks in Asia 39 .
The first major conclusion of this study is that the viral RdRp has evolved to sense and to respond to incorporation of an incorrect nucleotide or nucleotide analogue by pausing and backtracking, thereby producing a recombinogenic 3'-end. Nucleotide misincorporation will be increased at lower nucleotide concentrations and in the presence of skewed nucleotide pools 13 . Under these conditions, both EV-A71 and PV RdRps exhibit an increase in the probability and duration of pausing ( Fig. 1C and Supplementary Fig. 2B , respectively) 13 .
Similarly, utilization of T-1106 triphosphate increases the pause probability and duration for both polymerases (EV-A71: observed for nucleotide addition 40 . We suggest that the consequence of a misincorporation-or analogue-induced pause is backtracking in both systems. In the case of PV RdRp, there is no debate because the backtracked state was observed to accumulate during the course of an experiment ( Fig. 4E) and does so more frequently upon utilization of T-1106 triphosphate ( Supplementary Fig. 5E ) 13 . With EV-A71 RdRp, the backtracked state does not accumulate.
Instead, the probability of apparent RdRp backward translocation increases (Figs. 1D, 6D ), which reflects nothing more than the use of the 3'-end of nascent RNA as a primer for copyback RNA synthesis (Fig. 1G) . Backtracking would be the simplest mechanism for liberating the 3'-end for use as a primer.
While there has been some speculation that RNA recombination and copy-back RNA synthesis are mechanistically related based on observations that circumstances that elevate RNA recombination also elevate copy-back RNA synthesis 15 , how the two processes are connected is not known. Our study is consistent with two fates for the ssRNA produced by backtracking. The first is intermolecular template switching, which is homologous RNA recombination. The second is intramolecular template switching, which is copy-back RNA synthesis. Therefore, this study makes an unambiguous mechanistic link between these two processes by showing that they share the same backtracking intermediate, which is produced by the same triggers.
Why are there two different outcomes for the backtracked state, which does not accumulate with the EV-A71 RdRp, but does with PV RdRp? For copy-back RNA synthesis to occur, the nucleic-acid-binding site needs to be sufficiently large to accommodate a three-stranded intermediate at the time of initiation (Fig. 1G) . Analysis of the dynamics of the nucleic-acidbinding site of EV-A71 RdRp demonstrated a clear ability of this enzyme to accommodate such an intermediate with an approximate diameter of ~24Å. (Fig. 5D) . The corresponding site in PV RdRp is on average 4 Å smaller (Fig. 5D) . Perhaps, the dimensions of PV RdRp are too small to accommodate such an intermediate. If this is the case, then the dimensions of the RNAbinding site sampled by an RdRp may predict the capacity of the polymerase to catalyze copyback RNA synthesis.
The product of copy-back RNA synthesis will likely be a truncated dsRNA that is defective in its coding capacity and/or a potent activator of innate immune responses 15 . Whether or not production of copy-back RNA is deliberate is unclear but may be for some viruses because the copy-back RNA can dampen the intensity of the infection 15 . During replication in the cell when the backtracked state arises, templates complementary to the single-stranded 3'-end would be present. Under these conditions, perhaps intermolecular template switching would perhaps be favored for both enzymes.
Over the past few years, a connection has been made between RdRp fidelity and recombination 14, 32, 39, 41, 42 . With more incorporation errors and/or consumption of nucleotide analogues by the RdRp comes an increase in the frequency of recombination both in cells and in test tubes 39 . The reason for this has not been clear. Our studies provide a mechanism.
Recombination is thought to provide a means to suppress the impact of deleterious mutations 40, 43, 44 . Our data would suggest that a balance between mutation and recombination must exist, because increasing the frequency of recombination exhibits antiviral activity (Fig.   6E, Supplementary Fig. 6A ) attributable to production of defective genomes (Fig. 6G) .
Consistent with too much recombination being inhibitory to virus genome replication, not every event that could trigger recombination (Figs. 1C, 6B , and Supplementary Fig. 5B) actually does so; only a fraction of paused polymerases actually undergo copy-back synthesis (Figs. 1E, 6D) or accumulate in the backtracked state (Supplementary Fig. 5E ). Our previous studies of PV RdRp suggested that only a subset of elongation complexes was competent for misincorporation or incorporation of certain nucleotide analogues 13 . If this is the case, then these misincorporation-competent elongation complexes may be the only complexes competent for backtracking and template switching.
For an event to trigger template switching, that event must first trigger backtracking. Our studies have focused on the perception of a nucleotide addition as correct or incorrect as a mechanism to induce backtracking and consequentially template switching. However, other mechanisms to induce backtracking may exist. One intriguing possibility is that certain template sequences may direct the RdRp to pause and/or backtrack. Sequence-and factordependent pausing is well represented in the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase literature 45 . In case of the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), sequences in the genome rich in G:C nucleotides were recently discovered that promote copy-back RNA synthesis 46 . In this system, these sequences alter polymerase elongation capacity 46 . It is intriguing to speculate that these sequences promote backtracking. While our single-molecule experiments failed to correlate backtracking to specific sequence triggers, consistent with published cell-based recombination studies 14 , analogous to the findings in RSV 46 the incidence of copy-back RNA synthesis increased in GC-rich regions of template (Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Our interpretation that the backtracked state and copy-back synthesis contributed to recombination and were of biological relevance was supported by evaluation of RdRp derivatives known to be defective for recombination in cells (Fig. 2 ) 19 . PV Y275H RdRp is one of the most robust, recombination-defective mutants described 19 , but the molecular basis for the defect is not known for this mutant or the others that have been reported in the PV system or other viral systems 20, 43, 44 . Here, we show that EV-A71 Y276H RdRp is equally robust and recombination defective in cells (Fig. 2) . Both the PV and EV-A71 recombination-defective derivatives retain the ability to sense and respond to errors based on their ability to pause even more frequently (and with longer duration) than WT (Fig. 3B,C and Fig. 4B,C) . The increased pausing did not translate to an equal increase in backtracks or copy-back synthesis (Figs. 3E,   4E ). The inability to produce the 3' ssRNA intermediate following backtracking appeared to be caused by an increase in the stability of these enzymes with the 3'-end of nascent RNAtemplate duplex (Figs. 3G, 4G) . We conclude that release of the nascent RNA-template duplex by the RdRp is an obligatory step in converting the paused RdRp elongation complex into a backtracked state with a recombinogenic, single-stranded 3'-end. This level of detail for the mechanism of RdRp-mediated RNA recombination is unprecedented. Several recombinationdefective/impaired RdRp variants are known 43, 44, 47 , and it is possible that the mechanistic basis for the defects will be different. Therefore, evaluation of these derivatives may enable a genetic dissection of the mechanism of template switching and illumination of steps and/or intermediates masked by analyzing WT RdRp.
Given the details on the mechanism of template switching elucidated by this study, it is now clear that the conformational dynamics of the RdRp required to support template switching are substantial. For intramolecular template switching (copy-back synthesis) to occur, the enzyme has to flip to move in the opposite direction and expand the RNA-binding channel to accommodate an additional strand of RNA. For intermolecular template switching (homologous recombination) to occur processively, the enzyme would have to relocate from the site of the backtrack to the new primed-template junction without dissociating into solution.
Such polymerase acrobatics is well documented for HIV RT [48] [49] [50] . Interestingly, nucleotide analogues also promote substantial changes in the conformational dynamics of HIV RT, as observed here for the EV-A71 RdRp 49 .
T-1106 appears to be unique in its ability to efficiently induce backtracking intermediates especially when compared to structurally similar analogues like ribavirin, a triazole by copy-back RNA synthesis or associated with high rates of recombination. An important aspect of this class of antiviral compounds is that the barrier to resistance for the virus may be insurmountable. Mutants that were resistant to T-1106-induced template switching remain highly sensitive to the drug, presumably because of the inability to combat the deleterious effects of accumulated mutations (Fig. 6H-J and Supplementary Fig. 6B ) 40, 43, 44 . Altogether, our results define inducible intra-and intermolecular template switching (Fig. 6K) as a new viable mechanistic target with broad-spectrum appeal.
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